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Taking gender issues into the challenges of the HIV
epidemic

The Living for Tomorrow Project (1998-2000)
By Jill Lewis

A shorter version of this article translated into Norwegian appears in Kvinner
sammen, published by FOKUS Forum for Kvinner og Utviklingsspørsmål [Forum
for Women and Development], Oslo, December 2000.

"This project gave us responsibility... and possibilities for people to grow and
change. We were able to do things for ourselves. We learned: Expect that things
can be done, and they will be done"

"It was good not to feel alone."

"How empowering it is to feel you can make a difference."

"The issues that the project focused on really touched everyone."

Quotes from participants in Tallinn.

A Nordic / Baltic initiative with wider implications
Over the last 3 years an action/ research project has been developed at NIKK -
the Oslo based Nordic Institute for Women's Studies and Gender Research. Living
for Tomorrow (LfT) aimed to explore the challenges of trying to connect HIV
awareness and sexual safety education to questioning how conventioanl gender
systems reinforce risk behaviours. Its idea was to develop a collaborative 'pilot'
project (that could in principle have been initiated in and potentially be adapted
to any country where unsafe sexual behaviours continue among young people)
with a network of colleagues and volunteers. It wanted to explore ways of taking
gender issues, informed by gender research, into organising capacity building,
youth workshops and research linked to the education process. Its aim was to
develop strategies that mobilise young people around sexual health while
deepening consciousness about how traditional gender systems,if unchallenged,
can affect health damage or generate unwanted outcomes in sexual relationships
between men and women.

Nordic Council of Ministers' support for Nordic/Baltic collaboration led the project
to anchor its action work in Estonia. The AIDS Prevention Centre in Tallinn
welcomed the NIKK initiative and proved to be a warm, practical and influential
partner in anchoring the work with young adults and teenagers in Tallinn.

Post-Soviet Contexts
The countries of the former Soviet Union have many conditions for the rapid
spread of HIV that is currently becoming more and more visible. Dramatically
destabilised social infrastructures, that lost their centralised funding and
structural co-ordination, have been weathering vulnerable economies. The poverty
children and young people face has increased, education and health systems
have been struggling with depleted resources, employment is facing rapidly
changing conditions of uncertainty. And media images of the 'good life' in the
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West circulate in everyone's minds. A joint WHO, UNAIDS and UNICEF 1999
report on the Baltic countries observed that "HIV/AIDS and young people's issues
are not a priority with most governments of the region. There has been little
success in addressing indifferent or negative policy environments. The current
response shows no sign of slowing down the speed of the epidemic in the region.
Nor does it appear to be mitigating the contributing factors which have placed
young people in high risk circumstances... Overall STD infection rates have
increased 20-fold since 1990".
And indeed, in October 2000, Estonia has just recorded in the previous 6 weeks
some 200 new HIV infections (more than in the previous 5 years), surfacing in
different parts of the country and including significantly many young people.
Drugs have been the catalyst of this new round of testing - but it is sexual
transmission that continues to multiply the infection transmission into multiple,
invisible routes in all societies (Norway included), regardless of the 'high risk'
behaviours that the media covers and engraves in popular imagination
everywhere as the 'HIV risk activities'.

Sex and Gender Issues
"It was difficult to start talking about gender: we even didn't know it could be
talked about. But it really made us start asking questions about men and women
in relationship, the WHYS and the stereotypes in what happens, it opened up
problems not noticed before. ...We gained a better grasp on influences on real
life and feel less scared"

Sex education is a very new and relatively undeveloped process in Estonia. The
very word 'gender' is not part of the vocabulary of thinking, and issues of gender
equality for many people are associated with soviet totalitarianism. The desires of
the young generation (as many preliminary conversations revealed) are linked to
media images of western sexy femininity and a money-boosted masculinity.
Issues of style and dreams of mobility and the good life are higher than concern
about ways men and women are differently positioned in relation to political
leadership, power, rights, pay , the home and childcare.

One of the 'tools' the Living for Tomorrow project developed was a cross-
culturally piloted and revised questionnaire on Attitudes to Men, Women and Sex.
This draws out young peoplses' attitudes and assumptions about gender
differences and perceptions of social exprectations. It has allowed a new focus on
beliefs about men and women that circulate among young people - and relates
these to attitudes that shape gendered sexual expectations, behaviours, risks.
The questionnaire collected feedback from a sample of teenagers in Tallinn - but
also has continued to be discussed as an international research mechanism that
can be used in close collaboration and active discussion with educators and young
people as it collects data. Its aim is to provide a method for activating a more
dynamic discussion of gender into the sexual safety education processes. The
implications of the responses of the Tallinn teenagers will be explored in one of
the project's final reports.

Creating Conditions for critical Discussions and active
Participation
We started with 6 days of Capacity Building with 25 young adults - mostly
Estonian, but from other Baltic neighbours too. Here we focused on exploring HIV
as an issue of sexual behaviours shaped by gender traditions that place men and
women very differently in society. We combined participatory methods of working
(so gender issues surfaced through participants' own observations, reflections,
mime, drama workshops etc) with input from Estonian gender research and
international gender-focused debates, and sexual health information. 11 people
(the 'Core Group') volunteered to take the project forward - and planned a series
of 8 workshops for a group of 24, 15-16 year old teenagers recruited via
sympathetic teachers from Tallinn schools - both Russian and Estonian, boys and
girls.

It was important to work with differences "creating of trust, respecting the
different perspectives people brought... You need to be really careful and
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thoughtful about what you do".

The young people of post-Soviet Tallinn inhabit a world of powerful
ethnic/national segregation. This was the first project in Estonia to work with
Russian and Estonian youth together. We used English as the only common
language that both communities are motivated to learn and able or willing to use
with each other. As we worked to facilitate the collaborations, currents of hostility
and tension ebbed and flowed between the groups. There was an insistent
magnetic pull towards separating whenever possible. Suddenly they were
polarised over the interpretation of a sentence, or a decision to be made, or the
art work to use. We worked to reflect on these consciously (as with gender) - at
times exploring the dynamics, but at others riding the awkwardness with activity
focused work. The depth of ethnic discomfort and the magnetic polarisation away
from each other socially was a persistent challenge - but became central to the
vision of the project as the work developed.

The active learning workshops and the involvement of theatre people from
England and the US fertilised the energy and humour levels - and activated
physical involvement. We invited in two feminist actors from Split Britches theatre
company - who facilitated mime and body-language workshops, working non-
verbally with the implications of how gender relations are embodied. These were
combined with clear information discussions on STDs, the state of the AIDS
epidemic regionally, detailed discussion about prevention methods. They met with
people with AIDS, watched and discussed videos about women's body images in
the media, about the way sex is portrayed in MTV music videos. Resources were
carefully allocated within the project budget to support social time between and
around the workshop and its ensuing activities: money for getting together in
cafes to plan and talk; for meals to ease out after intense hours of work and
ideas. And keeping the momentum moving, challenging, interesting.

Doing It Themselves
The young people, after 2 months of dedicating their Saturdays to the project,
were invited to create their own video footage about attitudes to sexual health
and gender issues. A common agenda of questions about experience of sex
education, awareness of HIV, beliefs about young people and sexual behaviour
and gender was agreed. Then, with a circulating camera on loan to them, 15 of
them went on, in groups of 3 or 4, to make video footage related to the
questions - to interview a women politician, a headmaster, people on the streets,
in nightclubs, friends, family, graffitti artists or write and film a short play in a
bedroom at home. They then held an evening where they all watched it together.

They were then asked if they would consider working together to make a new
kind of 'brochure' on gender and sexual health. Loudmouth Theatre in Health
Education actors ran active learning workshops to help them give voice to the
themes they wanted to focus on in the booklet. Over 10 months they met,
argued, questioned, wrote, rewrote, illustrated and navigated the design and
production process (significantly helped and encouraged by members of the NGO
In October 2000 How to Bridge the Gap Between Us. Gender and Sexual
safety, written and illustrated by Estonian and Russian teenagers in the Living
for Tomorrow project - with simultaneous texts in Estonian, Russian and English
and an appended vocabulary of words to do with sexual relationships and gender
- was launched by the whole group in Tallinn. When I first saw the booklet, when
I felt that in my hands I couldn't actually believe in it, I couldn't hold my tears, I
am so happy now! We made it! Got over all the difficulties and obstacles on our
way! Finally, after 10 month of work! All my friends and relatives really liked the
brochure and thought not only the cover and the idea were great but also, what
is the most important, the texts were interesting. Now I just can't help
remembering how hard it was to rewrite and re-alter them, how we quarreled
and argued, couldn't come to a common opinion. But I see that as a great
experience (Ann Bykova, 16 year old participant) The teenagers now plan to
produce, within the new NGO and with the AIDS Prevention Centre, a quarterly
newspaper about gender, relationships and sexual safety, in Russian and
Estonian, to circulate in schools. And they have remained deeply involved in the
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new round of youth workshops being run by the NGO with UNDP/UNFPA support.

New Ways of working together
The NIKK project insistently stirred the waters of discussion around gender
questions, resourcing these with research, working to develop methods of
education that generated involvement, commitment and active mobilisation. None
of the Core Group participants or teenagers had been involved in collaborative
activities before. None of them had experience of working actively with gender
issues or with sexual safety education. The teenagers rallied to invitations to
become active agents within the project - not just recipients. The 'Core Group'
worked with impressive focus, meeting regularly, taking advantage of language
support sessions to ease their use of English, delegating responsibility, carefully
keeping accounts and track of the projects new digital video camera and
providing endless support. Some of them represented the project at the Tromsø
Women's Worlds conference. Others came to Oslo to gain experience in grant
writing. Two teenagers went to Wales to take part in an international youth
sexual safety education conference. By the middle of the second year of the
project they had legally established their independent NGO named after the NIKK
project. The NGO is this autumn networking its ideas with people in Norway,
Sweden and Finland, on issues concerning marginalised youth, student initiatives
and prostitution among minors. Reports on the project are being completed at
NIKK, and its ideas going into wider circulation with HIV prevention initiatives.

Gender Politics as a crucial Way forward
Living for Tomorrow focused on the importance of actively supporting
collaborative mobilisation of young people. It returned insistently again and again
to questions of how sexual safety is affected by attitudes, beliefs, traditions,
assumptions about what men and women 'are', how society treats them
differently, what is expected of them differently in behaviours and opportunities.
It foregrounded discussions of how social relations are shaped by society's
histories and traditions, conventions and culture - how each of us how beliefs
about ourself and others within the gender systems of the culture we grow up in,
the images the world offers, the embodiments of attitudes the daily world offers.
It drew implicitly on the fertile terrain of feminist inspired questions, criticisms
and mobilisation priorities. Foregrounding gender discussions enabled a different
kind of terrain for sexual safety involvement. Young people often complain of the
mechanical sex information often most available, the lack of time allocated to
related issues - and the lack of discussion of relationships. The gender focus
opened these discussions vividly. The project in its action did manage to facilitate
the mobilisation of a new network of young people finding sexual health
passionately interesting and urgent - and worthy of time commitment and hard
work: "The project gave us the chance to put theory into practice. At school we
learn how to think and act in abstract. Here we learned how to put things into
practice. We learned things, then we created things ourselves - were able to do
practical things taking the ideas out into our lives."

International urgency to mobile against HIV and AIDS
Over 3 million young people aged between 15 and 24 are infected by the HIV
virus yearly. While the Sub-Sahara African AIDS realities are now (urgently but
far too late) mobilising international investment and help, the epidemic in post-
Soviet contexts is at earlier stages that do not yet rally the international support
they so desperately need. In these countries young people are facing all the
conditions of poverty, under-resouced education and health systems, high and
increasing STD curves - and a vast expansion of drug trafficking and
commercialised sex.

If the HIV epidemic is to be stemmed, resources need to be allocated and ways
have to be found to engage young peoples' energies, imagination, curiosity - and
political energy and desire to be part of the wider solution. Taking up gender
issues critically can be a crucial strategic way to enable young people to think
about their own sense of self, as well as the ways of the world around them that
need their active participation for change. A radical focus on gender, must
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question how current norms of heterosexual behaviours actually promote sexual
risk and damage. These need to be collaboratively reshaped on the side of health
and safety. Questioning gender norms allows young people to reassess their own
culture's expectations and problems. It lets them start to see how they
themselves are positioned within what is actually going on and can become part
of what needs to be critically examined, re-imagined and acted on in different,
more caring and democratic ways.

"It took much more time and energy than any of us imagined. We've had to work
really hard. It is a real commitment to work on these issues. It was so important
to feel: I am at the centre of what's happening. I can make a difference".
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